Wildman Lake Lodge - Hunting
Recommended Clothing and Equipment
Month
May
September
Long October

Normal Temperatures
55ºF High to 25ºF Low
65ºF High to 35ºF Low
50ºF High to 15ºF Low

We recommend: SitkaGear
Jackets, Pants, Shirts and Long Underwear
Helly Hansen Raingear Men's Impertech Guide
¾ length RainGear, if you where Hip Boots

Layers of clothing are best. Pile/fleece and wool are your best hunting clothes!
Remember: Cotton does not wick moisture away from your skin!
Clothing should be packed in duffel-style luggage and should include:
1 each
1 each
3 each
2 sets

Warm hunting jacket
Synthetic fill - water-resistant SitkaGear /JetStream Jacket
Lightweight jacket
Wool or Synthetic pile - SitkaGear.com / Mountain Jacket
Hunting Pants
Wool or Synthetic Blends – SitkaGear.com /Ascent Pant
Long underwear
Wool blend or poly fiber - SitkaGear.com / Core Bottoms
(Bear hunters Heavyweight, Moose Hunters to lightweight – Core Bottom long underwear)
8 pairs
Socks
8- synthetic Blend/ 4- heavy wool socks (avoid Cotton)
6-8 each
Underwear
Tops and bottoms Synthetic Blends (avoid Cotton)
4 each
Hunting Shirts
Wool or Synthetic blends - SitkaGear.com /Ascent
1 each
Knit hat
Wool and warm, must cover your ears!
2 pair
Gloves
Wool and Leather (Bear hunters-ski gloves)
1 each
Hunting Hat
Your luckiest one. (Cowboy hats blow away)
1 pair
Camp shoes
Running shoes or gum bottom style
1 pair
Hip Boots
Ankle fitting style is best, LaCrosse or Cabelas are fine
1 pair
Hunting Boots Waterproof I use Schnees 16”packboot, www.schnees.com
1 set
Lightweight Raingear
Helly Hansen Workwear Men's Impertech Guide Long

The basic camping equipment is supplied, you need to bring:
-

Hunting knife, sunglasses, good binoculars, camera, film, bug dope, shooting stix
Rifle with scope covers, minimum 20 rounds ammo per rifle.
Quality synthetic sleeping bag with comfort range to -10º F.
Soft gun case or gun sock, for rifle protection in our airplanes.
Day pack for carrying your lunch and raingear, sunscreen (just in case!)
Canteen or water bottle to carry with you on the trail,
If you wish to bring meat home, bring your duffle in a 70 qt. cooler.
If you smoke, don’t try to quit on this hunt, bring plenty for the moochers

As our transportation to and from the hunting areas is done by light aircraft, please keep your
personal gear down to 60# and pack in duffle style luggage. Airlines NOW require #50 lbs per bag
and that your rifle be transported in a rigid, locking gun case. Ammo should be boxed and
transported in your luggage. Check with your airline for current baggage and weapon rules.

